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About This Game

Adrenaline rushing, fast-paced roomscale SciFi shooter for HTC Vive and Oculus Rift

VR Shooter Guns is about bare survival in a sci-fi environment.
Skill, speed and tactics are required.

You'll get so sweaty that you can skip the gym afterwards.

Fight your way through a space station to escape evil robots!
In a distant future, petty humans only exist to consume what gigantic automated robot facilities are producing.

These vast factories floating in space have been built by generations of both, humans and robots.
You are one of those solitary humans, whose job hasn't been replaced by androids yet.

Alone in space with the sole purpose to supervise the assembly during endless boring shifts.
And the Artificial Intelligence watches you.

Nothing ever happens.
Until NOW.

Cool Features

Nine languages: English, French, German, Portuguese-Brazil, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Spanish, Korean, Japanese
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Four challenging levels

15 and 30 Minute runs for highscore

Endless permadeath mode for skilled players

Increasing difficulty with each round

Global Highscore

HTC Vive and Oculus Rift supported

Built from the ground up for virtual reality!

Perfect for social VR challenges with your buddies!

Free Locomotion support!

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: VR Shooter Guns
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Cykyria
Publisher:
Cykyria
Release Date: 7 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64bit

Processor: i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX970 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Japanese,Korean
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Its ok. I feel like they could have put more effort into this one. I really do not like the bell. The horn is pretty good but it's used
on so many other US diesels that I would think they would have gone with something different for a change. It also does not
come with any scenarios. I do like the way it pulls and looks, it's just the sounds that dissappoint me really.. Some improvementa
can be made, and controls can be fixed, but overall this can be an awesome game!. While visually more interesting than some
other clickers, there's not much going here. The English translation is a laughably bad google translate. On the bright side, it
costs less than a pack of gum and doesn't have any microtransactions that I can see. Plus the names of the enemies are silly.

HOWEVER.

The game only runs while it's in focus, so it's useless as an idle clicker. Hard pass.. Very simple, very colourful and a lovely
expeirence. Would highly reccomend for people who like challenging, and excellently made puzzle games. It's really dumb. It's
clearly written by someone for whom English is, at best, a second language. It uses gross-out humor pretty much everywhere.

But darn it all, I don't know why, but I still think it's really fun.. What a horrible, gigantic mess this is. I keep looking for a
snowboarding game on PC and thought I'd give this a shot, wow...just bad, in every possible way. Bad controls, bad menus, bad
tracks, bad progression, did I mention it was really bad?

Avoid at all costs.. I really wanted to like this game, but as it is, I can't recommend it to anyone but a masochist. At the risk of
being told to get good, I'll admit I couldn't make any progress in this game at all. Your character does so little damage and has so
little health that you have to end up making a bunch of fodder characters to use as sacrifices while you try to suss out the only
real way to get through a mission unscathed. Which isn't fun. It's a chore.

Not to mention the less-than-stellar UI and grammar\/spelling mistakes numerous enough that it can't be written off (also, for a
text-based game, these things are pretty major to get right, since there isn't much else going on). Overall, this game really
disappointed me. Not only did I feel frustrated that I couldn't even experience all the quests due to the constant deaths and loss
of progress, but I also felt stupid for not being able to figure out the nonsensical narrative paths the game tries to lead you down
despite not really making much sense. There's no reward for thinking about the options--no real reason to even read the
scenario--because in the end it almost always comes down to just randomly picking the only perfect branch. Which kinda
defeats the entire purpose anyway, so why play.. Been playing this game off and on since...I'd have to say almost 5-6 years ago
now? It's been a long time. Seeing the development of it build up gradually over time has been quite interesting to say the least.
I've gotten endless hours of enjoyment out of the game all the same. There's something relaxing about getting something set up
and watching it do its job. Hard to believe it's finally out of early access.
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For those who don't know anything about this game, think of it like a sort of marriage between Factorio and Minecraft.
Primarily you'll be building a base, but building the base up attracts waves of flying insects to assault the base. My
recommendation is to play it so that if the bugs kill your base, it just disables it for a time. Treating the game mode of "your
base can't be destroyed" as the default would be like playing Terraria or the other two aforementioned games with permadeath
right off the bat, you'd have a bad time of it.

Don't worry too much about the influx of negative reviews recently, I assume people are upset because there won't be more free
content\/fixes as the developer has finally put in the last patch. For its price the game is well worth the cost, cheaper than
minecraft yet with more content I'd say, at least for an automation buff like myself.

The game has a bit of a learning curve to get into it, but once you get rolling you'll be laughing. Plus it has jetpacks and
grappling hooks, did I mention that? Endless enjoyment grappling around places. There's mod support too for those who enjoy
that. Would definitely recommend.. horoso 10\/rush b
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idk why it release this late, but anyway it's good. Goog game :). Pretty good.. This shouldve been an early access game.
but it kept me entertained for awhile.
. This is Luftrausers without the plane customization. Luftrausers is the better package, but I think that this is actually has better
gameplay (and it certainly looks better too). I wouldn't spend my last 7 dollars on this game, but if you are in the market for a
fast paced arcade-style single stick shooter, this is about as good as they come.
I want to also mention that the controls are really fantastic. It doesn't feel like you're really "flying" a plane, but the inertia is
good and everything is very responsive.

This game really needs more content. It's right on the borderline for a sellable game. I really hope to see this game updated with
additional enemies, upgrades, player fighters, and game modes.
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